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A Water-Treatment Power Trio
In his pursuit of delivering “gourmet water” for his clients, possible Steve Kenny turns to
the powerful combination of ozone, UV and low levels of chlorine. Doing so, he says,
creates synergies that cannot be achieved using individual technologies. The result is
superior water quality that thrills his clients who invest in the combined treatment
methods.
CONTINUE READING

Finding the Passion for Pools
CAD specialist, Jeff Greene, 25, made a decision to dive head-long into the watershaping
industry, and is now developing a career supporting builders with architectural and
technical renderings -- even though he initially had little idea what building pools was all
about. Here he shares his experience that led him to start his own firm and invest in a
future working in water.
CONTINUE READING

WATERSHAPES WORLD BLOG
Water's Moving Music
The sound of moving water is universally
appealing, be it in nature or built
environments. As editor Eric Herman points
out here, using sound in a deliberate and
thoughtful way, adds a vibrant dimension to
the aquatic environment and ultimately the
client experience, one they may not have
fully anticipated.
CONTINUE READING

DIRECT CONNECTIONS
Basic Hydraulic Calculations
On July 22, 2021, Dave Peterson
presented Engineering 2342 in the secondever Wolfpack Webinar Wednesdays. He
covered the basics of hydraulic design with
concise explanations of how to determine
the selection of pumps, filters, pipes and
drain coves -- and much more.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH

What Makes Ice Slippery?
It might seem a silly question at first, but when stepping back and considering why ice is
so slick, and poses such a hazard to us bipedal hominids in the form of slip-and-fall
injuries, the scientific answer is more nuanced and surprising than we initially think.
CONTINUE READING

WOLF PACK CORNER
WU Rocks the Jersey Shore
The Wolfpack welcomed ’22 with a
successful campaign in Atlantic City, where
despite concerns about weather and the
pandemic, NESPA's The Pool Show
managed to draw an eager crowd that filled
exhibit aisles and seminar rooms. With a
full slate of upcoming events, Watershape
University is poised to deliver top-shelf
education far and wide.

Continue Reading

Print Archive
June/July 2000 (Vol. 2, No. 5)
In this issue from 2000, Mark Holden takes
a deep dive into the history of fountain
design. Other features include pond expert,
Rick Anderson, on making streams work
and a look at using specimen rocks in
landscape and watershape design.
READ IT HERE

THE WATERSHAPES WEB CAFE

We Browse So You Don’t Have To!

Benefits of Hot Tub Soaking
Healthline lists the seven fundamental benefits of luxuriating in a spa/hot tub. From the
physical to psychological, it's a litany of healthy upsides everyone should know -- and
regularly practice.
The healthfulness of hot-water soaking and hydrotherapy getaways are both practical and
profoundly enjoyable.
CONTINUE READING

25 Most Beautiful Beaches
If frigid temps and gloomy weather are getting you down, here's a dash of escapism
courtesy of Travel & Leisure's list of the world's 25 most beautiful beaches -- where sun,
sky, sand and water inspire wanderlust and a reason to dream.
There's never a bad time for a trip to the beach.
CONTINUE READING

ON TAP
Learn About the Latest Products in Market

Laser-Cut Decorative Panels from Móz Designz
Móz Designs (Oakland, CA) manufactures the Laser Cut collection to enable designers to
divide exterior spaces while allowing for different degrees of light penetration. Available in
27 standard patterns and 15 colors, the powder-coated metal is available in thicknesses
from an eighth to a quarter inch depending on required durability and traffic patterns.
FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE

AquaStar Introduces Filter Line
AquaStar Pool Products (Ventura, CA) Inc. is now offering a new line of filters. Pipeline
Filters are available in two different sizes: the PLF27000 for pools up to 27,000 gallons,
and the PLF35000 for pools up to 35,000 gallons, both with compact footprints. The filters
feature a patented safe-release collar for lid and feature a double-locking ring.
FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE
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